
 

 

In 2010, Berkeley voters approved a Measure offering a “Green Vision” for Downtown, which promised valuable 

height increases and incentives to developers in exchange for the provision of meaningful environmental, labor and 

community benefits including increased affordable housing, payment of prevailing wages to construction and hotel 

workers and local jobs.  Labor unions, environmental groups and Berkeley voters supported the 2010 Measure as a 

means to obtain these heavily-marketed benefits – as well as increased height and density in Berkeley’s transit-rich 

urban core. 

Berkeley voters gave valuable public air rights to developers and land owners with the simple act of casting their 

2010 votes. The value of private properties increased overnight, as did the profit potential associated with their 

development.  For some parcels, allowable heights increased from 8 to 17 stories – an extremely lucrative windfall.  

To offset this huge give-away, the deal was simple:  the community, labor, and the environment would get something 

back.

Unfortunately, while landowners and developers are poised to reap the huge added value, the community will receive 

almost none of the promised benefits.  Taking advantage of loopholes, the first project approved under the 2010 

Measure, a 200+ unit building named Acheson Commons, provides none of the community benefits promised.  Even 

Livable Berkeley, a staunchly pro-development organization, was moved to write to the Berkeley City Council 

lamenting Acheson Commons’ failure to fulfill the community benefit promises of the 2010 Measure.  Trade unions 

appealed the project, with the Sierra Club in support, furious at the lack labor benefits, environmental features and 

affordable housing. 
 

Taking advantage of the same loopholes, which have the effect of making community benefits optional, subsequent 

projects have also come forward offering a bare minimum, if any, of the promised benefits.

Measure R restores the “development with community benefits” balance Berkeley citizens voted for in 2010.  Not 

surprisingly, developers and their friends don’t like it.  Community benefits are clearly articulated to reflect what 

voters were promised, and loopholes that allow developments to go forward without them are closed.  

It may look complicated, but it’s not:  Measure R requires developers to deliver the promised benefits. 
 

Another important threat to Berkeley’s Downtown is the privatization of public and civic assets. Like other cities 

throughout the country, Berkeley is seeing its historic Downtown Post Office and other public buildings threatened 

with imminent sale to private hands. This is being done in the name of bailing the Postal Service out of its budget 

problems, and to fund the renovation of our historic Civic Center buildings. These buildings were built with public 

dollars and have served the public for generations. Once they are sold into private hands we will never get them back.  

Berkeley has led the effort to stop the sale of post office buildings, and is committed to ensuring all of the civic 

treasures at the heart of our downtown remain public-serving. We cannot let our Public Commons be privatized!  



 

 

Public services and structures are being privatized across the United States.  Berkeley’s historic Post Office is already 

on the market, and other public buildings, including Old City Hall, are threatened. Measure R establishes a zoning 

overlay to protect the Post Office and Civic Center from private, for-profit development, allowing only civic and 

public-serving uses.  
 

Council may promise to protect these public assets, but without voter ratification, this or a future Council can 

reverse protections with a simple majority vote. Measure R ratifies and locks-in protections, urgently needed to 

address imminent threats.  No Council majority can weaken or reverse them – ever. 

   

Measure R makes Berkeley a leader in the nationwide struggle for wage equity and fairness. Not only does it 

mandate prevailing wages for construction and hotel workers, Measure R also requires prevailing wages for 

Security and Maintenance personnel who work in those newly built buildings – in perpetuity.
 

This provision represents an historic step in the long struggle to organize security and janitorial workers in America. 

To our knowledge, Berkeley would be the first City in the United States to enact a law requiring payment of 

prevailing wages to these two categories of workers, fighting for recognition of their rights. 

Measure R also strengthens local hire, with 50% of construction workers drawn from Berkeley and other East Bay 

communities, and 16% of construction workers certified apprentices. 

Berkeley’s Downtown cannot and should not be built on the backs of unprotected and unrepresented workers – with 

no assurance of jobs for locals, or for anything more than the minimum wage.  Measure R ensures that those who 

build our new Downtown – and work to maintain those buildings - will be drawn from local communities, and paid 

in accordance with our community’s values. 

Measure R promotes economic justice and ensures a Downtown for all, not just the 1%.  The Bay Area and Berkeley 

are experiencing an affordable housing crisis.  Rents continue to skyrocket, driving working families out.  Unless 

new Affordable Housing is built in the Downtown, we will continue to lose our diversity.   

 

Measure R requires larger Downtown buildings to provide 10 or 20% Affordable Housing on site – with no buy-

outs or exceptions.   In an area with few - if any - opportunity sites for affordable housing, there is no other way to 

ensure our downtown will welcome people of all economic backgrounds.  Measure R provides housing for all, not 

just the affluent. 

Opponents claim Measure R will drive up rents, relying on a convoluted “free market solution” argument: 

development will come to a screeching halt, and Berkeley’s housing stock will fail to increase as quickly as it 

theoretically could (in theory only, because no new construction is guaranteed at any time under any permitting 

structure), keeping prices from going down as they supposedly would, by virtue of an imaginary and simplistic 

calculation of supply-and-demand.   



 

 

 

  

But the City’s own pro-development study clearly states that development will continue under Measure R – 

especially in light of rapidly rising rents.  And regional studies have shown that exerting downward pressure on rents 

in the Bay Area would require the addition of an unrealistic number of units – impossible to achieve in less than 30 

years.  Measure R doesn’t rely on magical “trickle down” economics to obtain affordable housing.  It locks in 

affordable units up front – when buildings are built.   
 

Measure R also supports a Downtown that is accessible and welcoming for all by requiring on-site disabled 

accessible parking (currently not required!), and family-sized units to accommodate families and the disabled.  

While downtown “transit oriented development” offers many environmental benefits by virtue of proximity to public 

transit, we still must ensure that new buildings incorporate state-of-the-art green and environmental elements.  It’s 

truly incredible, in this day and age, that developers complain about providing bicycle parking, recycling and 

composting facilities, funding for alternative transportation and high green building standards.   
 

New buildings in our Downtown will stand for decades – if not centuries.  They must be built to 21
st
 Century green 

and environmental standards.  The cost of meeting these standards is de minimis; a fact the city’s pro-development 

study acknowledges.  We should demand – and future generations deserve - no less. 
 

Measure R delivers the following environmental benefits: 

 Ample Bike Parking, Electric Vehicle Charging  and Car Share spaces - in every new building 

 Green Building scores comparable to LEED Gold or Platinum (depending on building size), and high Energy 

Efficiency ratings 

 Environmental practices such as no new net water runoff, permeable surfaces, rain catchment and bio-

filtration systems, and facilities for on-site recycling and compost 

 A Fee to support alternative transportation 

 Funds for the City’s Streets and Open Space Improvement Plan (SOSIP), to enhance green and public spaces 

Measure R mandates measures that help us meet our Climate Action Goals.  They cost very little and make a big 

difference.  We must ensure that they are enacted.   
 

 

Berkeley’s downtown is experiencing a renaissance, but let’s be clear:  not one unit has yet been built under 2010’s 

“Green Vision” legislation.  New development will add to Downtown’s vitality, and Measure R supports and 

encourages this development.  But existing small businesses also need our support.  Measure R provides it. 
 

The real story of Berkeley’s Downtown Revival is about small local business owners and restaurateurs taking risks to 

invest in our community.  The kind of large-scale development enabled by 2010’s up-zoning, while offering one set 

of benefits, is often disruptive to the very businesses that are the driving this revitalization.  Longstanding, beloved 

family-owned businesses are currently being displaced - and potentially destroyed - by new developments, 

Berkeley Ace Hardware and Berkeley Vacuum just two among many.   
 

Measure R provides critically needed funding for loans to these types of businesses, helping them weather the 

impacts of displacement and disruption brought on by the development process.   

 



 

The 2010 Measure’s up-zoning gave developers significant windfalls; loopholes allow their projects to move forward 

without providing community benefits.  Measure R closes these loopholes and requires corporate developers to pay 

their fair share. Ultimately, it’s not a question of whether we develop our Downtown, but how we develop it; whether 

our development standards address the needs of the community or are designed to maximize developer profits.  

Measure R ensures the community gets its Fair Share.   

Not surprisingly, developers are up in arms, claiming that if they are forced to provide affordable housing, green and 

environmental features and fair wages, “nothing will be built.”  It’s just not credible. Housing prices – and profits – 

are skyrocketing.  Rents Downtown Berkeley are topping $40 per square foot ($4,000 for a 1000 square foot 

apartment).  Projects are permitted and then “flipped” to new investors before they are built.   In the hottest housing 

market in the country, there is no question that developers can provide all of these community and environmental 

benefits – and still take home handsome profits.  Measure R ensures that developers who profit from Berkeley’s 

attractive community – and recent up-zoning - will share some of their windfall.  

Big Money has arrived in Berkeley.  Big Development – and their friends on the City Council – are engaged in an 

all-out battle to spread misinformation about Measure R, rivaling Big Soda’s efforts to kill the Soda Tax. In 2010, 

almost $100,000 was spent to pass the developer-friendly “Green Vision.”  We expect the same interests to spend 

more this time to distort the facts about Measure R.   

Now, more than ever, those who believe in social justice and democracy must stand up to the misinformation – and 

intimidation – that their self serving, deep pocket campaign against Measure R represents.   

 

Measure R is a true grassroots movement, with neighborhood organizations, unions and members of the public up 

against Big Money development interests. To place the initiative on the ballot, close to sixty community volunteers 

from all parts of Berkeley gathered over 4,000 signatures in just three weeks – a record achievement.

Early funding was provided by local citizens active in Berkeley’s public affairs, and by building trade unions angry 

about the realities of 2010’s elusive promises.  Measure R is endorsed by Save the Post Office, The Council of 

Neighborhood Organizations, the John George Democratic Club, Berkeley Neighborhoods Council and the Green 

Party of Alameda County.  Most recently, SEIU Local 1021 has wholeheartedly endorsed Measure R and committed 

to providing significant funding for the campaign.    

Make no mistake: Measure R is up against the same development interests who bankrolled the deceptive, loophole-

ridden 2010 Downtown “Green Vision.”  Over 95% of donors to that measure were individuals and entities with a 

direct monetary interest in development. The largest single donor was Equity Residential, owned by right-wing 

billionaire Sam Zell.   

While reasonable profits are necessary to stimulate development, it is the role of our City to promote and protect 

community interests.  Measure R restores this balance.  Thank you for supporting Measure R, for a Green, Equitable 

and Civic Downtown!  

 


